AGDH 3QQ
QUICKSTART
MANUAL

YOUR CHECKLIST (besides the scooter itself)

Keys

Charger

Tool kit: Open end wrench（8-10mm）, open end wrench（14-17mm）,
open end wrench（14-17mm）, Screwdriver, Allen wrench (6 mm), Allen
wrench (3mm)

Basket and parts：2 bolts
（ M5X25 ） , connecting
bracket, connecting plate, 2
Washers（#5）, 2 Nut（#M5）

Seat

BASKET
IS
OPTIONAL. Your unit
may or may not
come with a basket.
Check with your
dealer for basket
options.

Seat tube
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Take out the front and rear
parts carefully. Place them on a
flat, level surface.
Place the
foam provided or a block of wood
of approximately 2 ½ “ to 3” thick
under the front part of foot board
to hold it in a horizontal position.

2. The bolts and nuts on the base collar clamp are inserted during shipping.
bolts and nuts using the tools provided.

Remove all 4 pairs of

3. Place the frame into the
top opening of the base
collar clamp.
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4. Insert bolts（M10X55) and
nuts.

5. Tighten the bolts and
nuts using the open –end
wrenches provided.

6. Tighten self-locking bolts and nuts
using Allen wrench (3mm).

IMPORTANT: Ensure that all 4 pairs of bolts and nuts are screwed on TIGHTLY.
be hazardous.

7.
Extend the
handlebar tube to
full upright position
and slide it down
onto the front fork.

9. Push in the quick release button and slide in
the seat support tube.

Failure to do this can

8.
Ensure that the
handlebar is facing front, the
brake on the left side and
the throttle on the right;
then tighten the handlebar
collar clamp using the
enclosed
Allen
wrench
(6mm).

10. Then slide the seat into the seat
support tube. Tighten the quick release.

IMPORTANT: All three seat posts should be aligned properly to ensure seat is in a straight position.
Ensure that the seat is lock on TIGHTLY. Failure to do this can be hazardous.
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11. Hold the connecting bracket
onto the seat tube at the desired

13.
Place the connecting plate
against the connecting bracket.

12. Put the basket behind the
seat post.

14. Screw the connecting plate and bracket
together using the screws and nuts provided.
(2 bolts – M5x25, 2 washers - #5, 2 nuts - #M5)

NOTE: You may need another pair of hands to hold the connecting bracket and plate into place while
putting in the screws. It is advised that you place the basket to the lowest position possible, with the
bottom of the basket touching the footboard. This will ensure that the basket has extra support when
you add extra load to it.
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15. Plug in the power connection plugs and screw it tight.
The pins of the two plugs are different. Ensure that the
female and male connectors match.

CHARGING THE BATTERY before you go…
IMPORTANT: Charge the scooter overnight before your first use. It is advised that the unit to be fully
charged (4-6 hours) and fully discharged (ride until the battery gauge indicates low battery) for the first
three times to maximize the efficiency of the battery. Do not leave the battery uncharged for more
than 3 months. You should charge the battery frequently, at least once every 30 days to prolong the
battery lifespan.

N before connecting the to a wall power
Plug the charger into the charger socket
outlet. Blinking green light (LED) on the charger indicates that the scooter is
charging. The light (LED) will stop blinking when scooter is fully charged.
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CHECKLIST BEFORE YOUR FIRST RIDE
1.
2.

Ensure that all screws, bolts and nuts are tightened properly. They may get loose during
shipping and handling. Any loose screws, bolts or nuts could cause hazards.
The Quickstart manual provides only the basic information to get started. Read the user’s
manual carefully and thoroughly for operation of the scooter, before you start riding it.

To start the ride..

Turn the key ignition to “on” position.

Ensure that the power on/off switch
is switched to the “on” position.

NOTE: Handle bar and seat height adjustment.
Handle bar and seat height can be easily adjusted
by opening the quick release, press the quick
release button and adjust them to preferred height,
then firmly locking quick release.
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